EDITORIAL PARAGRAPH

{THE HUNTINGTON, ARK., “HERALD.”}

By DANIEL DE LEON

WATER will run down the mouth of the New Yorker Volkszeitung when it contemplates the August 9 issue of its fellow corruptionist, the Socialist party Huntington, Ark., Herald, sporting a 7 by 6½ advertisement booming the presidential candidates of the Democratic party with appropriate booms appropriately surmounted with their respective chromos. Time was when the Volkszeitung used to turn just that sort of dishonest pennies during campaigns. The scourgings that the Volkszeitung got from the Socialist Labor Party for such infamous traffic, and that it knows would be forthwith forthcoming if it dared to repeat the offence, have kept the paper clear of such sights—but have not sufficiently cast out of it the devil of speculation upon Socialism not to cause its mouth enviously to water at the shekels that its fellow S.P. paper, the distant Huntington Herald, rakes in in campaign time.